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Abstract
The association reaction of the ions CII@ICN+ and CIIZ,CIICNIP with CIIZ(JICN
have been examined using ion cyclc~tron resonance (ICI?) and selected ion flow
tube (SIFT) techniques at I-oom temperature.

Differences between the results

observed by the two techniques for the CIIZC II CN+/CIIZCJICN s y s t e m a r c
accounted for by considerations of the lifetime, Z(C6116NZ+)*. ]n the lCR, the rate
coefficient for bimo]ccu]ar reaction yielding CII?,CIICNI1+ +- C311Z,N is k = 2.5 x 10-9
cnl~ s-l.

In the S1l:’l’, the pseudo bimolecular rate coefficient is k == 2.8 x 10-9

cn~~ s-1, but the major product ion is the association adduct, C~?I GN z+ . The
CIIZ.CI1 CNll+/C}]2CllCN system yielded the association adduct in both techniques.
‘J’hc tcmolccular p r o c e s s measured for the latter association gives a
cocfflcicnt of k~ = 1.2 x 10-23 cn~6 s-l for M = Cll@ICN.
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Acry]onitrile (propcncnitrile
radical mechanism in

or viny] cyanide) polymcliz, cs readily via a
‘1’hc p r o p e n s i t y t o

s o l u t i o n a t r o o m tcmpcraturc.

polymcriz,c is sufficiently strong that it is usual to add a radical scavenger to the
solution to prevent polymerization when oxygen (an inhibitor) is removed.
l’olymcrization of acrylonitrilc is also known to occur via nuclcophilic

addition of

an anion by a Michael-type reaction. * The ion-chemistry of acrylonitrile has also
bmn studied. The negative ions formed by electron attachment to acrylonitrile
in the gas phase have been cxamined2~~ a n d t h e ensuing intrac]uster anionic
polymerization in acrylonitrile clusters formed in a sonic nozzle have also been
ilwcstigated.d
Several studies of the gas phase ion chemistry of positive ions with
acrylonitrilc

have been undertaken.

“1’hc r e a c t i o n c h e m i s t r y o f CII@ICN+-,

C} IZCI1 CN 11+ and C~ll ?,N+ with a number of simple neutrals was reported by l’etrie
cl (11.5

The ion-molecule chemistry of CIIZCIICN with C,,+ (n = 10-18, 20) was

r e p o r t e d b y S u n C( al.6 and with the ful]crinc m o n o - , di - and tri-cations b y
Javahcry et oLI
Acry]onitrilc i s

one of the molcculcs o b s e r v e d u s i n g r a d i o a s t r o n o m y

techniques in interstellar clouds.~~~

Several reactions of positive ions derived

froln CIIP, CIICN with molecules of relevance to interstellar conditions were
reported by Pctric
apparent in

et al. I o

using the selected ion flow tube tcchniquc.

It was

these earlier ion-molecule studies that just as acrylonitrile w i l l

polynleri7,e in solution, so too, the gas phase ions CIIZCIICN+ and CIIZCJICNll+
readily associate with the parent gas to form adducts.
formed by association were formed efficiently at
3

The product adduct ions

C 1 OSC

to the cc)llision rate at

f l o w t u b e p r e s s u r e s o f 0.3 Torr of hcclium.s

llfficicnt association signifies

relatively long-lived association complexes which may be stabilized by collision
with the bath gas in the flow tube or planetary ionospheric environment (e.g. in
Titan’s nitrogen atmosphere).

in the interstellar cloud environment, stabilization

by photon emission is a more likely o u t c o m e .

It is of interest therefore, to

examine further the nature of the association process.
We have previously conducted low pressure-high pressure investigations of
several associating systems using the combined techniques of icm cyclotron
4
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resonance (l CR) and selected ion flow tube (S11 ”1’). ] J
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in this study, wc extend

these investigations to include association reactions of CIIZC1lCN+ and CII@ICNII+
with Cl Iz,CI lCN over the wide pressure range of 10-7 Torr to 0.3 Torr.
Kxpc.rimcntal
‘1’hc flow tube experiments were made using a

SI};T operating at room

temperature (300 i 5 K) located at the University of Canterbury and which has
b e e n dcscribcd previously.]s

l’hc ICR experiments were made using an ICR,

which has not been described before, located at Canterbury lJnivcrsity.

‘J’his ICR

is similar in principle and design to the ICR at the Jet Propulsion 1.aboratory
(J I)l.) which has been described clscwherc.1 2} 16
McMal~ar~-I]callcha~rlI) t y p e c e l l
source and resonance regions.

‘1’he instrument utilizes a

design 1 T with separate trapping plates in the

The only significant diffcrcncc between the ]CR at

Canterbury and the instrument at JPI. is that the Canterbury instrument has a
nine inch electromagnet with a two inch gap between the pole faces.

The cell

was

and

operated

in

both

trapped

and

drift

nwasuremcmts were made with a magnetic field of 1.3 T.

modes

of

operation

all

A trace o f t h e r a d i c a l i n h i b i t o r 4-~]~c,tl~oxyl>l~c~~ol w a s a d d e d t o t h e
acrylonitrilc to prevent its polymerization in t}lc absence of oxygen.
Results and l)isc.ussion
in many ion-molecule systems where association reactions occur, significant
differences in rate coefficients and product distributions ate found bctwccn low
pressure (ICI{) and }~igher pressure (SIFT) techniques. Quite often, the nature of
the reaction is different in different pressure regimes.

“J’his is particularly

apparent when the system undergoing association has a tertiary reaction rate >1
x 1 O-~c cn]c/sec.

CIIZCIICN+ -t C112C1K3V
At low pressure, the ICR investigation showed the bimolecular Reaction(1)
C}l@ ICN+ + C} 12Cl ICN —-* CI12C~ICNl 1+ -t CS112,N

(1)

occurring with a rate coefficient k = 2.5 x 10-9 cJn~ s-1 *1O% and CII~,C}ICNII+ was
the oJ~ly ion product found.

“1’hc reaction was studied in both trapped and drift

mode of operation of the ICR cell over the pressure range 8 x 10-7 ‘1’orr to 3 x
10-S “J’orJ of CIIZCIICN with the same result from each mode of operation. ‘1’hc
rate coefficient observed at these low pressures is slightly less than the capture
rate coefficient for the reaction of kcoll = 3.6 x 10-9 cm~ S-l .18
An ear]ier study using a S] J;’J’ reported the association adduct (;C]]CNZ+ as the
only product of the. reaction and the measured rate coefficient was similar to the
ICR r e s u l t above, v i z . ksly~ = 2.0 x 10-9 cm~ S-l .S

A rc-examination of this

reaction in the SIIT showed two products of reaction: CIIZC]l CNII + and CC]]CNZ+
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Cl IzCl ICN+ +- Cl 12CIICN ---~ Cl 120 ICNI 1+ -t Q] 12N
‘“”*

C~l]GNj+

(2a)
(2t))

with a rate coefficient of k = 2 . 8 X 10-9 cms S-l 3 1 5 % .

in the earlier

mcasummcnt, the product channel CIJQCIICNII+ + CSIIZN was discounted due to
C112, C11 CN 11 + being present in the flow tube as an impurity ion in the injection
])1OCCSS.

l)ccause both ions, CIIZCIICN+ and CIIZCIICNII+, arc injcctcd together, it

was not possib]e to obtain an accurate measure of the branching ratio of reaction
(2) in both the p r e s e n t a n d p r e v i o u s s t u d i e s .

IJrom t h e k n o w n m a s s

discrimination of t}]e instrument and the relative magnitude of the mass peak
corresponding to CG]] GN z+ , we estimate reaction (2b) represents >6096 of reactive
collisions.

This uncertainty is a consequence of the prcsencc of CllZCIICNJl+ in the

flow tube, from sources other than Reaction (2a)
What d o t h e s e o b s e r v a t i o n s te]] us about the ]ifctimc of the (CG]]6N2+)*
Colnplc.x ?

As no collision-stabilized product is observed in the ICR, the mean

lifetime of the complex, Z(CGII 6N 2,+ )’, is much l CSS than the time between
collisions at 3 x 10-S ,’I’oM of CI12CIICN: i.e. ‘t <<430 IIS.

l;urthcrmorc, in the ICR

approximately 30% of all collisions undergo unimo]ccular dissociation back to
-

reactants since the measured rate coefficient of k = 2,.5 x 10-9 cm~ s 1 is about
70% of the collision rate.

Writing the sequence of reactions that occur in this

systcm in their general form, wc have:
k,
A++]]

~

(All+ )*

(3)

0+1)

(4)

All+ +- lm

(5)

k.,

(AU’)*

k- 2_+
—

(Al]+)”

~’-. —-—... >
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(AI]+)* + M . .fi>!+

AI]+ + M

(6)

In the Cl Iz,C}ICN+ /C}l ZCIICN system in the ICR, reaction (5) is too slow to compctc
with reactions (3) and (4).
I’hc behavior exhibited by this reaction is very similar to that displayed by
the Cl Is+ /CIIZCIICN association systcm discussed rcccntl yl 9 where no association
product was observed in the ICR at pressures of 1 x 10-4 Torr
exhibited a collision rate coefficient for bimolecular reaction.

but

which

in the SIJ”~”l’, both

Clls+ and C112C11 CN+ yielded the association aclduct as the main product of their
reaction with acrylonitri]c.
lktimates for the rate coefficients k. 1, k-z and the function ~*’t for (AI]+)* are
obtained by fitting the model expressed in equations (3) through (6) to the
cxpcrimcntal d a t a .

‘J’he observed ICR bimolecular rate coefficient k20bS is

defined byl z
k20hs = kf(k-z -t- ~kCOll[M])/(k-l -t k-z -F fikcou[M])

(7)

where the coefficient (3 is a number bctwccn O and 1 that gives a measure of the
efficiency of stabili?,ation of (AT]+ )* by the bath gas.

With the assumptions: kf =

ks]};~’ = 2.8 x 10-9 cmq s-~; the branching ratio for association in the SIIW >60%
association (Reaction (2b)); ~kcoll = 3.2 x 1O-9 cm~ s-1 and equating the rates at
the cross over

points between bimolecular

a n d tcrmolccular k i n e t i c s a s

dcscribcd c]sewherc,l 9 w c obtain t}le resu]ts s~]nlnlari~,cd ill Tab]c ] . ~-he fit of
the mode] to the ICR and S1l’-l’ experimental data is shown in l~igure 1.

A pressure dcpcndcnt reaction was observed in the lCR instrument for this
reaction corresponding to col]isional stabilization of the [( CIIZCIICN)ZII+ ]* comp]cx
to yield the proton-bound dimcr.
CIIZCI ICNII+ + CH2CHCN + M --- (Cll@ICN)211+ + M

(8)

‘l-hc tcrmolccular rate coefficient we observe for this process is k~ = 1,2 x
10-z~ cn~G s-l (M = CJIZCIICN) and k~ = 1.5 x IO-2A cmG s-l (M = }Ic).
i n t h e SIFT,

as

in

t h e ICR instrun~ent,

o n l y o n e ~eaction p r o d u c t ,

(CIIZCIICN)Z}I+, was formed with a rate coefficient k > 1.3 x 10-9 cms s-l. The
Iowcr limit on this rate coefficient is a consequence of the fact that some
Cl] ?, Cl] CN + was il~jcctcd into the flow tube with the reactant ion Cll@ICNII+. In
the SIJV the rate of reaction is dctcrmincd by the rate of dccrcasc of CIIZCIICNI1+
with CII?, CIICN flow and bccausc CIIZ, CII CNII+ is formed from CIIQ. CIICN+ via
lcaction (2a), then the rate of removal of C} IZCII C N 11 + rcprcscnts a lower limit
on] y.

We expect the true rate coefficient of reaction (8) in the Sll~”l’ to bc closer

to the capture rate coefficient of 3.6 x 10-9 cm~ s-l. 1 ~
~’hc mcasurcmcnt of the rate coefficient for termolccular association in the
ICR allows us to place constraints on the lifetime ‘t of the complex (CCI17N+ )* with
respect to unimolccular dissociation.

Using the scheme shown in reactions (3)

through (6) as discussed prcvious]y and assuming kf = 3.6 x 10-9 cmq s-l, then
the lesults summarized in ‘l’able 1 rcprcscnt the best fit of the model to the
cxpcrimcntal data. ~*z[(C}lZC}ICN) ZII+]* lies in the range 0.4 ps to 14 ps. “1’he
comparison bctwem the model and the data is shown in Figure 2,
A summary of the cxpcrimcntal results is given in Table 2.
8

Collision EjJkiency /3 and Iijktime T
The values of k~ measured in the ICR for M = IIe and M = CI12,CJICN enable
the relative efficiencies for collisional stabilization of (C~ll 7Nz+ )* by a helium
bath gas compared to CIIZ,CIICN, to bc found such that ~I]c/(lcI]2cIIcN = 0.66. This
value is unexpectedly large but follows the trend that complexes formed with
molecules having large dipole moments appear to give larger ~JIC./~p~ (1’G =
parent gas) ratios than complexes with molecules without dipole moments.
Values of ~~lc/(ip~ ratios found in other systems lie mainly in the range 0.2 0.4. 1~-ld, 19-21 Why the ratio should be so large in this systcm is not clear. M o r e
data in similar systems needs to be obtained before any trends can be firmly
established.
‘l”hc ~/J,YoIurc value for ~, as opposed to the relfflive F value (BJJC/P(:JJ2~}ICN)
deduced here, is significantly lCSS than unity bccausc weak collisions with the
bat]) gas occur.zz Values of ~]~[; - 0.1 have been found for collisions of (All+)’
with parent gas molecules in systems w}~cre bimolecular channels compete with
c.ollisional

stabilization. zz

Sinlilal-

compctition

occ LJrs

with

the

C] IzCJ lCN+/CJ IzC1 lCN system, but J~ot with Cl IzCI ICNI 1+ /C1 Iz,CI ICN.
I J) the present experiments, it is not possible to obtain a value for ‘t(AII+ )*
indcpcndent]y o f ~.

IIowcvcr assuming ~ - 0.1 for the Cl lzCIICNJl+/Cl Iz.CI ICN

association, then the mean lifetime ‘C (CGII 6N2,+ )* - 16 ps. Slightly larger values o f
P arc to be expcctcd in systems such as CllZCIICNll+/CIIZCIICN

bccausc of the

abscJmc of other channels competing with collisional stabili7,ation for clcplction of
(AB+)*.
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Conclusions
There is a competition in each collision complex between dissociation and
stabilization.

The dissociation can be back to reactants or on to products that are

different from the reactants.

‘1’he stabilization of (AII+)* can be by either by

radiative energy loss or by a loss to the bath gases by a collision process.

In the

systems that have been studied both here and elsewhere there are exaxnplcs
that exhibit both forms of stabilization.

“1’here are also examples of the

domination of each process and also examples of various combinations of them,
Observation of stabilization of the complex in the present instrumentation,
i.e. ICI< and SIIW, requires that either (1) the collision complex have a lifetime
long enough to allow collisions with the bath gases before dissociation occurs or
(2) the radiative lifetime of the collision complex be of the same order of
magnitude or shorter than the collision complexes lifetime, ‘t (AB+)*.
‘J’hc literature suggests that competition between dissociation to reactants
(k. 1 ) or dissociation on to products (k-z) is determined by the energy barrier in
the product channel.zz~z~

As this energy barrier approaches the energy of the

rc,actallts, the product channel dissociation rate becomes smaller and eventually
becomes much smaller than the dissociation rate back to reactants.

I’his barrier

results from the fact that to get to a place on the energy surface of the reaction
corresponding to

product

formation,

some rearrangement of the atoms or

bonding from that of the reactants must occur.

Any rcarrangcmcnt is generally

associated with a higher energy transition state, thus forming a barrier toward
dissociation on to products.

An exception to this would be a charge transfer

reaction.
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I’hc c o m p e t i t i o n

between dissociation of the collision

complex

and

stabilization of the collision complex seems largely dependent on the lifetime of
the collision complex.

The longer the complex lives, the greater the chances that

a stabilizing collision will occur or a stabilizing photon will be emitted.

Our only

absolute stabilizing efficiency measurement gives a fl of 0.093.12 With only one
data point it is very difficult to determine how the collision efficiency is affected
by either the nature of the collision complex or by the nature of the third body.
Many studies have provided evidence of the relative efficiency of different bath
gases in stabilizing the complex.
It is not believed that the collision efficiency will change much during the
initial stabilization process.

A collision complex formed from reactants at

thermal cncrgics will have, on average, several hundredths of an CV of internal
energy above the dissociation limit toward the reactant channel.

If this energy

is removed, then the rate of dissociation of the collision complex back to
reactants will be ~-educed to nearly zero.

“l-his small amount of internal energy is

about the amount that can be removed in a few stabilizing collision with the
b a t h gascs2z and also the size expected for one photon of a low frequency
bending mode quanta.
p}lotons

‘J’hus the minimum number of collisions or emitted

required to stabilize the collision complex from dissociating back

towards the reactants will not be sufficient to stabilize it from dissociation to
products in cases where the barrier to product formation is less t h a n the
reactant energy.

After one or two collisions or one photon emitted, there will

still remain

a competition

stabilization.

‘l’his competition will continue until the energy of the collision

between dissociation on toward products

complex is below the barrier in the product channel.

and

While the stabilizing

efficiency (or the average energy removal) will remain fairly constant during

11

[his competition, the rate of dissociation toward products will be reduced as the
barrier energy is approached.

The present numerical model of association dots

not include this property.
There is a general trend in the available data showing that the lifetime of
the collision complex increases with its chemical complexity as predicted by
statistical theories.zqszs
Since the absolute collision efficiency has been measured in only onc
systcm, the data we have prcscntcd cannot separate bctwccn P and z, and wc
have included the lifetimes and collision efficiency as a product. We note that
this fl*’t product increases from 1.6 ps for the CII~l JCN+ collision complex to 13 ps
for the Cll~/CIl~CN+ collision complex.

The present study falls within this range.

It is generally assumed that the most important effects controlling the lifetime
of the collision complex are the number of intcma] dcgrccs of freedom and the
WCII depth.

“J’he more internal degrees of freedom, the more dispersed the

internal energy of the collision complex becomes.

‘1’hc thinking is that by

dispersing the energy, in the internal degrees of freedom, the lCSS likely they will
be ccntercd in a mode that will cause the dissociation of the complex.
Modeling of the intrarcd radiative lifetimes shows that the Ii fctime is very
dcpcndcnt o n t h e d i p o l e moment in the collision complex.zq

Laboratory

measurements of radiative lifetimes have been on the first fcw vibrational
lCVCIS and these lifetimes have been measured from 0.7 ms to >11 1s. Cor~clation
with known physical properties have been slow.

Modeling of the process has

also been with the first fcw vibrational ICVCIS at the bottom of the potentia] WC]],
while the phenomena relating to radiative stabilization is for cncrgics at, or
above, the dissociation litnit.
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‘J’able 1. ljvaluation of rate coefficients in the Cl 12,CI ICN+/CI IzCI ICN and the
Cl IzCI ICNI I+/Cl 12C} lCN reactions based on the model represented in
reactions (3) through (6) (with the assumption that the branching ratio
for association in the Cl 12C1 lCN+/CI12Cl ICN system is >

Rate C o e f f i c i e n t

IJnits

.- . ..- .- . ..--—

——

cJ12cIIcN+/c}12cl IcN

60%).

c112cllcNJI+/c112c} lcN
—--—
9

kf

cnl~ s-l

2.9 X 10-9

3.6 X 10-

k-]1~

s- 1

9,000-300,000

850,000-460,000

kI/~

C&- 1

< 10,000

<600

k.zl(i

s- 1

60,000-2,000,000

4,300-6,000

\)*T

ps

14-0.44

1.2-2.1

k~ (M = IIc) cm6 s-l

(2-0.06)

X

16

10-24

1.5 x 10-24

Table 2 A comparison of the reactions of CHZCHCN’ and CHZCHCNH+ with CHZCHCN using ICR and SIFT techniques.

I
I

Reactant

ICR
Branching

Ion

Products

Ratio

~

SI17

Products

klCR

Branching

(1 O-g cms s-l)

Ratio

Z.sb

<0.4

CHZCHCNH+ + C3HZN

>0.6

C6H6NZ’

1.0

(CH2CHCN)2H’

kslF_ra
(10-9 cm3 s-l)

I

CH2CHCN+

1.0

CHZCHCNH+ + C3HZN

2.8

(CH2CHCN)2H+

0.092C

21.3d

a

Flow tube pressure = 0.30 Torr of helium.

b

At pressure P of P <3 x 104 Torr.

c

At a pressure of CHZCHCN of 3.0x 10-4 Torr. The rate coefficient is pressure dependent, IQ = 1.2x 10-23 cm6 s-’ (M =
CH2CHCN).

d

See text.

~

l~igum Captions

l~igurc 1. The position of crossover between second and third order kinetics for
the system Cl IzCI ICN+/CI lzCI ICN. ‘1’he effective bimolecular reaction
rate coefficient is plotted against the pressure of Cl IzCI ICN (solid line)
and helium (dashed line) as bath gases. ‘1’hc helium data (shown as
hollow circles for termolecular kinetics and solid circles for
bimolecular kinetics) represent the sum of both channels that were
found in the S1lU’,

l’igu rc 2. The variation in the apparent bimolecular rate coefficient for the
system CI12C11CNII+ -t Cl 12CJ ICN shown as a function of pressure for the
two bath gases CI12C1 ICN (solid line) and helium (dashed line).
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